Compact and easy to use, the Energizer® Panic Alarm and LED Light provides both the peace of mind of a 105 decibel personal alarm and a pocket-sized light. Just pull the pin to activate the alarm and replace it to stop. The slim, streamlined design allows the light to slip easily into pocket or handbag, while the carabiner clip can be attached to keep the light findable.

**LOUD**
- Piercing 105 decibel alarm (0.3 meters from device)

**SECURE**
- Alarm is difficult to activate unintentionally
- Activating alarm requires deliberate action

**HANDY**
- Light remains on when button has been pressed
- Carabiner clip attaches and detaches easily

**ECONOMICAL**
- Light operates up to 2 hours & 15 minutes between battery changes using Energizer® MAX® A23 batteries
- LED never needs replacing

---

**Performance:**

**Run Time**
- Continuous: 2.15 hours (light only)
- Typical: 35.3 grams with battery

**Dimensions (mm):** 22 x 80 x 27

---
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